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Degree of difficulty
Instruction RUG



Instruction RUG Ø 90 cm

Cutting

 Materials from Gütermann In addition Tools

 Q All-purpose thread in a matching colour 
 Q Cotton fabric 145 cm wide, 
collection MARRAKESCH:

 Q 0.15 x 0.15 m rosette pattern in 
beige-multi-coloured (centre motif)

 Q 0.25 m tile pattern in white-beige
 Q 0.40 m small star pattern in beige-blue-orange
 Q 0.80 m retro zigzag pattern in olive-dusty pink
 Q 1.00 m large star pattern in white-olive-light 
pink

 Q 1.00 m cotton fabric in dusty pink
 Q 5.00 m plaited ribbon in white, 6 mm wide

 Q 1.00 m volume fleece H630, 
90 cm wide (reverse)

 Q 1.00 m volume fleece H640, 
90 cm wide (upper side)

 Q 0.80 m volume fleece HH650, 
150 cm wide

 Q Sewing machine
 Q Iron and pressing cloth
 Q Scissors 
 Q Tape measure
 Q Compass with extension 
(or tape measure and pen as an alternative)

 Q Tailor’s chalk or textile marker pen
 Q Pins

 Q Central rosette: Rosette pattern and volume fleece HH650 with Ø 12 cm
 Q Circle 1: Tile pattern in white-beige and volume fleece HH650 with Ø 20 cm
 Q Circle 2: Small star pattern beige-blue-orange and volume fleece HH650 with Ø 37 cm
 Q Circle 3: Retro zigzag pattern olive-dusty pink and volume fleece HH650 with Ø 71 cm
 Q Circle 4: Large star pattern white-olive-light pink with Ø 90 cm 
 Q Reverse: Cotton fabric in dusty pink with Ø 90 cm
 Q Volume fleece H640 and H630, each Ø 90 cm

Cut circles 1 – 3 and volume fleece HH650 without seam allowances,  
the remaining pieces plus 1 cm seam allowances!



1. Mark the centre points of all the fabric circles. In order to do this, fold 
each circle into quarters. Iron the centre point and the fold lines. Unfold the 
circles again.

2. Place the rosette in the centre of circle 1 with the volume fleece HH650 
between the two layers. Cover with a damp cloth (or with a pressing cloth 
and steam). Press the iron down in stages for 15 seconds at a time. Then 
stitch the edge of the central rosette close to the edge using straight stitch.

4. Align circle 1 on the centre of circle 2 with the fleece between the two 
layers and pin in place. Iron circle 2 on with the iron and steam. Sew in place all 
around at presser foot width. Pin the plaited ribbon in place along the curve so 
that the join is covered. Fix the beginning and end of the plaited ribbon in place 
as described above and cut away the end close to the end of stitching. Then 
iron circle 2 into the middle of circle 3 in retro zigzag fabric with the fleece, sew 
close to the edge and cover with plaited ribbon.

3. Pin the plaited ribbon all around over the sewing line. Fix the beginning 
of the ribbon with close zigzag stitching (stich width 4 mm, stitch length 
0.25 mm) with approximately 10 stitches. Sew the ribbon in place all around 
with straight stitch. Lay the end of the ribbon over the beginning and fix this 
with close zigzag stitching also, then cut the plaited ribbon away close to the 
last stitch.
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5. Pin circle 3 on the centre of the large star pattern piece and sew in place 
as in step 4. Sew plaited ribbon over the edge here also. Now press the 
volume fleece H640 onto the reverse with a damp cloth (or pressing cloth and 
steam) in stages, leaving 1cm all around without fleece. 

6. Iron volume fleece H630 onto the reverse of the dusty pink cotton fabric 
as in step 4. Lay the back and upper sides of the rug with right sides together 
and pin together all around with the fold markings aligned. Sew around the 
circumference of the rug using a 1 cm seam allowance, leaving a 20 cm 
opening for turning, clip the curves, iron the seam and turn through the 
opening (it may be helpful to use a blunt pencil here to ensure all of the seam 
is turned through correctly). Hand sew the opening closed and iron. Pin the 
rug all around close to the outer plaited ribbon, stitch through the middle of 
the ribbon through all of the layers.


